4th Grade 2019-2020 Supply List

Personal Items

Spill proof water bottle
Solid colored backpack without wheels (no pop culture or sports logos)
Solid color lunch box (no pop culture or sports logos)
Journal*

Pencil Bag (solid colored, no pop culture)

Classroom Supplies

Fiskars student scissors
8 thin black Expo dry erase markers
4 thick colored Expo dry erase markers
1 packages Classic Colored Pencils (12 count)
2 Elmer’s glue sticks
2 Pink erasers
24 yellow Ticonderoga #2 pencils
3 pronged folders (1 blue, 1 green, 1 yellow, 1 purple, 1 orange, 1 black, 1 red)
1” Binder
5 primary colored pocket dividers
6 Composition Notebooks (Black)
1 Pack of Red Ticonderoga Pencils

*The journal can be of a design of your choice. It must adhere to all backpack guidelines in the handbook (i.e. no popular culture, sports, or cartoon designs). It must have plain lined paper inside and be about the size of a composition notebook, though it can be slightly smaller in width. Please choose a design that is meaningful to you, whether in color, texture, or a quote on the front. For ideas, see the selection at Barnes and Noble, but journals can be purchased wherever you like.